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even more difficult, automatic data annotation problems are 
often considered as high-class imbalance problems.

In this paper we address the basic recognition model—
the linear perceptron. On top of it, many other, more com-
plex solutions may be proposed. The presented research is 
done from the perspective of automatic data annotation.

1.1  Linear recognition models

Training of linear models has a long history. One shall note 
the classic Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA, 
e.g., [2]). Existence of closed-form, analytical solution is 
the largest advantage of discriminant analysis (both linear 
and quadratic). A disadvantage of linear discriminant analy-
sis is the assumption on equality of covariance matrices for 
both classes. Also, it can cause typical difficulties related to 
zeroed or near-zeroed generalized variance [6] and covari-
ance matrix inverse problems, especially for data with a 
large number of attributes. One of the possible solutions is 
to filter out attributes with zeroes-related eigenvalues [6]. 
Another possible solution is the use Regularized Discrimi-
nant Analysis (RDA) [3]. The basic assumption is that some 
recognition problems may be ill-posed due to insufficient 
amount of data comparing to the number of attributes. It 
combines together covariance matrix, diagonal variance 
matrix and identity matrix and thus makes the training pro-
cess solvable. An interesting solution for LDA covariance 
matrix calculation is given by Fukunaga [4]. It combines 
both covariance matrices using weighted average instead 
of average, as originally proposed by Fisher. An extension 
of LDA is Kernel–LDA [5], which uses kernel trick known 
from Support Vector Machines to address linearly non-sep-
arable problems.

The second family of approaches to train linear mod-
els is logistic regression (e.g., [6]). Logistic regression is 
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1 Introduction

Increasing the amount of electronic data creates the need for 
their automated analysis. Machine learning is the research 
area that deals with the development and testing of new 
methods for automatic data analysis. Object recognition is a 
subproblem of machine learning. It is useful in solving many 
interesting and difficult real-life problems [1]. One of such 
real-life problems is automatic data annotation—a multi-
class and multi-label object recognition problem. To make it 
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formulated using odds ratio. Unlike LDA, it does not have a 
closed-form solution. Expectation Maximization method is 
used to estimate parameters of the model. A detailed discus-
sion and comparison of LDA and logistic regression is given 
(among others) by Press and Wilson [7].

Another family of linear model training approaches is 
related to Rosenblatt perceptron. Frean [8] points out two fami-
lies of methods for perceptron training. The first one is based 
on the pocket algorithm [9]. It uses an additional set of weights 
to stabilize the training process in case of linearly non-sepa-
rable data. Pocket algorithm has been extended to multi-class 
problems by introducing entropy as the quality criterion [10]. 
The extended algorithm is used to induce decision trees, where 
multi-class splits are frequent. The second methods family is 
based on gradient-based optimization. Typically, a perceptron 
model is trained using generalized delta rule (e.g., [11]) and its 
extensions, e.g., multiplicative update rule [12] with faster con-
vergence. Alternative training approaches focus on different 
quality measures. Crammer and Singer [13] present a method 
for linear model training based on various quality measures 
known from information retrieval, e.g., average precision or 
f-score. The presented training routine is generic in nature, but 
the update function is not gradient based. Mencia and Furnk-
ranz [14, 15] extend the above idea and discuss simultaneous 
training of all perceptrons used in the decision model. Col-
lins [16] proposed a new variant of perceptron algorithm devel-
oped for tagging problems. The algorithm is justified through 
a modification of the proof of convergence of the perceptron 
algorithm for classification problems.

1.2  Automatic data annotation and f‑score measure

Let us now discuss the research from the perspective of auto-
matic data annotation. As already mentioned earlier, it is a 
multi-class, multi-label problem with possible class imbal-
ances. It is widely accepted that accuracy is not the best 
choice when addressing the problem.

Precision, recall and f-score quality measures are often 
chosen instead, e.g., [17–23]. Precision represents how well 
a classifier works, when it recognizes a class. Recall shows 
how well a classifier works, when it should recognize a class. 
Downside of precision and recall is that they have to come 
together, which makes quality comparison difficult. F-score 
quality measure solves the problem. F-score can be easily used 
in tasks of machine learning where the calculation of its gra-
dient is not required. Many examples of non-gradient f-score 
optimization applications may be found, e.g., Gunes et al. [24] 
proposed a multi-class f-score feature selection. F-score is used 
as a measure of discriminating power of features in the clas-
sification of two-class pattern recognition problems.

As the proposed approach has its roots in automatic data 
annotation, we should consider precision, recall and f-score 

as a quality measure [17–23]. Other typical features of auto-
matic data annotation are large dictionaries and high-class 
imbalance. Quality of each class is evaluated separately; 
overall results are averaged throughout all classes. Another 
important property is that for each class annotation evalu-
ation is measured mostly using positive responses of the 
given class. Negative responses are taken into consideration 
through the denominator of precision.

1.3  Contribution

The key goal and contribution of this paper is to propose a new 
perceptron training rule based on f-score quality meas‑
ure. F-score quality measure is chosen because it is widely 
accepted in automatic data annotation research (see Sect. 1.2). 
F-score is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, which 
aggregates classifier answers during testing. The measure is 
not continuous, nor differentiable, thus it is not appropriate for 
gradient-based training. To solve the problem we propose an 
approximation of f‑score which is both continuous and dif-
ferentiable. Additionally, we provide a short theoretical analy-
sis of the recall quality measure (the component of f-score as 
mentioned above) in the context of perceptron training. We 
show that an approximation of recall leads to a training rule 
identical to the weighted delta rule. In consequence, the pro-
posed approximation of f-score can be considered as belonging 
to the same family of approaches as the weighted delta rule.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section contains 
the problem definition together with symbol definition. The 
third section presents the proposed approach. The fourth sec-
tion compares weighted delta rule and the proposed f-score 
rule. The fifth section demonstrates a practical example. The 
last section summarizes the paper.

2  The standard recognition model

In this section we formalize the standard perceptron rec-
ognition model. We define symbols, functions and quality 
measures necessary for further discussion.

2.1  Recognition model

Let us define a binary recognition problem. The input data 
are defined as � = (x1, x2, ..., xd), where d is the dimensional-
ity of the feature vector. The output classes are O = {a, b}.  
The perceptron recognition model �  is built on top of a 
standard linear approximation function and is defined as 
follows:

(1)� (�) = f

(
�

d∑
i=0

wixi

)
,
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where 𝛾 > 0 is the scaling factor, � = [w0,w1, ...,wd] is a 
predefined weight vector, w0 is the bias value, and x0 = −1 
is the bias-related fixed value. We require that the activation 
function f would meet the following properties:

The real-valued recognition model � (�) may be converted 
into a binary decision model �D(�) by introducing a decision 
threshold ft dependent on the chosen activation function f:

2.2  Training process

The goal of the training process is to estimate the vector 
of weights � (including the bias) given a set of labeled 
training data X. We assume that the labeling y

�
 of a train-

ing example � ∈ X is one of two possible classes: a ∈ O or 
b ∈ O. The training set X consists of two disjoint subsets. 
Subset A contains instances labeled by class a, subset B 
contains instances labeled by class b:

Labeling y
�
 associated with the training examples � ∈ X 

should be correlated with the used activation function f. 
To simplify calculations, but without losing generality, 
we assume the following properties of the activation func-
tion f:

An exemplary activation function, which follows the above 
is f ≡ tanh. Other functions (e.g., sigmoid) may be rescaled 
accordingly. Perceptron �  error may be estimated using 
mean squared error over labeled training set X:

Thus, the training process requires solving of an optimiza-
tion problem defined as:

One of the major advantages of the training process is the 
existence of error function derivatives. It enables the usage 
of a gradient-descent method for efficient training, i.e., the 
well-known delta rule.

(2)f ∈ C1, ∀x<y f (x) < f (y),

(3)lim
x→∞

f (x) = hf < ∞, lim
x→−∞

f (x) = lf > −∞.

(4)𝛹D(�) ∶ Rd
→ O, 𝛹D(�) =

{
a if 𝛹 (�) ≥ ft
b if 𝛹 (�) < ft

.

(5)X = A ∪ B, A ∩ B = �.

(6)y
�
= hf = 1∶� ∈ A, y

�
= lf = −1∶� ∈ B, ft = 0.

(7)MSE(X) =
1

|X|
∑
�∈X

(
y
�
− � (�)

)2
.

(8)� ∗ = argmin
�

∑
�∈X

(
y
�
− � (�)

)2
.

2.3  Training with unbalanced datasets

The major problem with the above model is that it does not 
handle unbalanced datasets well. In real-world data training 
examples are usually highly unbalanced. Class instance 
ratios are lower than |A||B| = 0.01 in: medical data, image-

related data, multi-class datasets where a stands for a single 
class and b for all other classes. At least three different solu-
tions may be considered to remedy this situation:

1. Training set subsampling,
2. Training set supersampling,
3. Training examples weighting.

Let us consider the third option, because it naturally fits into 
mean squared error training. Eq. 8 comes in the weighted 
form, which makes both classes equally important:

where

Above symbols and recognition model become our reference 
point for further discussion.

3  Perceptron with alternative quality measures

Intense research in information retrieval brought to atten-
tion alternative recognition quality measures with interest-
ing properties. Recall rk, precision pk and their combination 
f-score fk are worth mentioning. They are all per-class qual-
ity measures, where k ∈ {a, b} is the chosen class:

where ck is the number of correctly recognized objects of 
class k, gk is the number of objects recognized as class k, ek 
is the size of set K (K = A or K = B) representing examples 
of class k:

Above elementary measures (Eq. 12) are defined as integer 
numbers, which makes them unsuitable for gradient training 
approach. Let us now propose three approaches to percep-
tron training. The first one is recall-based training. We show 
that it is equivalent to weighted delta rule. The second one is 

(9)� ∗
�
= argmin

�

∑
�∈X

�(�)
(
y
�
− � (�)

)2
,

(10)�(� ∈ A) =
1

|A| , �(� ∈ B) =
1

|B| .

(11)rk =
ck

ek
, pk =

ck

gk
, fk =

2pkrk

pk + rk
=

2ck

ek + gk
,

(12)

ck =
∑
�∈K

|||
{
�D(�)

}
∩ {k}

|||, gk =
∑
�∈X

|||
{
�D(�)

}
∩ {k}

|||, ek = |K|.
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f-score-based training, focused on both classes. The last one 
and the most important is f-score-based training but focused 
only on a single class.

3.1  Recall‑based training

The first presented approach is based on recall. Recall of class 
k ∈ {a, b} is maximal when the number of correctly recog-
nized objects of class k is equal to the total number of objects 
of class k. But it is also maximal when all test examples are 
classified as class k. This makes it unsuitable as a quality cri-
terion for training. However, if we use recall of both classes 
a and b, the above problem disappears [25]. The recognition 
quality criterion may be defined as:

where ik is the number of incorrectly recognized objects of 
class k:

Recall is a discrete quality measure; thus, the above criterion 
is not continuous, nor differentiable. To adapt it to gradient-
based methods, we propose an approximated recall r̂k quality 
measure. To formulate approximated recall r̂k we need to 
define its approximated components. Size of the set ek is a 
constant, thus êk = ek. The number of incorrectly recognized 
objects ik may be approximated by the mean squared error:

Usage of above approximation has two interesting proper-
ties. First, the approximated recall r̂k is equal to recall rk, 
if the scaling factor � → ∞ (see Eq. 1, smooth activation 
function f tends to signum function):

Second, approximated recall training criterion becomes 
equivalent with the weighted delta rule (Eqs. 9 and 15):

where

(13)ra + rb =
ca

ea
+

cb

eb
=

ea − ia

ea
+

eb − ib

eb
,

(14)ik =
∑
�∈K

(
1 − |{�D(�)} ∩ {k}|).

(15)îk =
1

4

∑
�∈K

(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))2.

(16)lim
𝛾→∞

r̂k = rk.

(17)

r̂a + r̂b =
ea −

1

4

∑
�∈A(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

ea
+

eb −
1

4

∑
�∈B(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

eb

=
ea

ea
+

eb

eb
−

1

4

�
�∈A

1

ea
(y

�
− 𝛹 (�))2 −

1

4

�
x∈B

1

eb
(y

�
− 𝛹 (�))2

= 2 −
1

4

�
�∈X

𝛼(�)(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))2,

(18)�(� ∈ A) =
1

ea
, �(� ∈ B) =

1

eb
.

Thus, both approaches to training (see Eq. 9) are equal:

The above result is important because of two reasons. It 
shows that the proposed recall approximation r̂k is valid 
and shows the close relation between recall and weighted 
accuracy.

3.2  F‑score‑based training

The second presented approach is based on f-score. It 
combines both precision and recall. Unlike recall of class 
k ∈ {a, b}, f-score of class k is a sufficient training quality 
criterion. This gives us two possibilities: to focus on f-score 
of both classes a and b or to focus on f-score of a single, 
chosen class. The first approach seems to be more intuitive, 
but the second one has more practical sense. Let us now 
present the first approach, the second one is discussed in 
next section. The overall recognition quality of classes a and 
b may be formulated as (see Eqs. 12 and 14 for definition 
of components):

F-score fk is also a discrete quality measure and has to be 
approximated by f̂k. To define approximated f-score f̂k we 
also need to define approximated number of recognized 
objects ĝk (see Eq. 12). We formulate ĝk as an aggregated 
answer of perceptron � . Thus, ĝa and ĝb are defined as:

Finally, approximated f-score of class f̂k is given as:

The approximation f̂k is equal to fk when � → ∞ (see Eq. 1):

Now, training quality criterion given by Eq. 20 may be 
approximated as (see Eqs. 9, 15 and 18):

The training process can now be defined as an optimization 
problem:

(19)

𝛹 ∗
r
= argmax

𝛹

(
r̂a + r̂b

)
= argmin

𝛹

∑
�∈X

𝛼(�)(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))2 = 𝛹 ∗

𝛥
.

(20)fa + fb =
2ca

ea + ga
+

2cb

eb + gb
=

2ea − 2ia

ea + ga
+

2eb − 2ib

eb + gb
.

(21)ĝa =
1

4

∑
�∈X

(1 + 𝛹 (�))2, ĝb =
1

4

∑
�∈X

(1 − 𝛹 (�))2.

(22)f̂k =
8ek −

∑
�∈K(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

4ek +
∑

�∈X (1 ± 𝛹 (�))2
.

(23)lim
𝛾→∞

f̂k = fk.

(24)

f̂a + f̂b =
8ea −

∑
�∈A(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

4ea +
∑

�∈X (1 + 𝛹 (�))2
+

8eb −
∑

�∈B(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

4eb +
∑

�∈X (1 − 𝛹 (�))2
.

(25)𝛹 ∗
f
= argmax

𝛹
(f̂a + f̂b).
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Given that the optimized parameters of recognition function 
� are weights �, the above function is differentiable and thus 
applicable for gradient-descent optimization:

where (assuming Eq. 6 and without losing generality):

The proposed weight update rule is applicable only for batch 
training, incremental training is not possible.

3.3  Single class f‑score‑based training

The last and the key approach is the single class f-score 
training. We show that we can train a binary classifier focus-
ing only on a single class (either a or b). The method can 
be applied for training various real-life problems, such as 
automatic data annotation. Usage of the method is suggested 
when successful recognition of chosen class is much more 
important than recognition of the other class. Additionally, 
it releases us from the need of class weights configuration 
(Eqs. 9 and 10). It also fine tunes for a broadly accepted 
quality criterion. A practical example is shown in Sect. 5.

To simplify notation, we choose class a, but presented 
approach is identical for class b. The quality criterion is 
defined as:

Training examples and classifier answers for class a are 
directly taken into consideration. An important note should 
be made here regarding instances of class b. Despite, f-score 
is defined only for class a, training instances for class b are 
also taken into consideration in the form of false positive 
responses which are counted in the precision component of 
f-score. Thus, indirect training using b class examples also 
takes place. Gradient update rule in a class f-score f̂a training 
is defined as (see Eqs. 24 and 26):

(26)

𝜕(f̂a + f̂b)

𝜕wi

=

2
∑

�∈A
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))

4ea +
∑

�∈X (1 + 𝛹 (�))2
+

2
∑

�∈B
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))

4eb +
∑

�∈X (1 − 𝛹 (�))2
+

−

�
2
∑

�∈A(1 + 𝛹 (�))
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

��
8ea −

∑
�∈A(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

�
�
4ea +

∑
�∈X (1 + 𝛹 (�))2

�2 +

−

�
2
∑

�∈B(1 − 𝛹 (�))
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

��
8eb −

∑
�∈B(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

�
�
4eb +

∑
�∈X (1 − 𝛹 (�))2

�2 ,

(27)
�� (�)

�wi

= Φ(�)�xi =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 − tanh

�
�

d�
i=0

wixi

�2⎤⎥⎥⎦
�xi.

(28)𝛹 ∗
F
= argmax

𝛹
f̂a.

All above quality criteria may be used in the same training 
procedure, shown below.

3.4  Training process

The training process consists of two parts. The first part is a 
random search for an acceptable solution. The second part 
is a gradient optimization routine. The method is generic in 
nature; all above quality criteria can be used. Thus, quality 
measure q can be defined as:

– q = � (Eq. 9) which represents the weighted MSE,
– q = f  (Eq. 25) which represents the model proposed in 

Sect. 3.2,
– q = F (Eq. 28), which represents the model proposed in 

Sect. 3.3.

The training pseudocode is presented as Algorithm 1. Please 
note that the chosen quality measure q is used in both parts 
of the method. 

A classic gradient-descent routine is used as the optimi-
zation routine. Step size � is dynamically adjusted to sat-
isfy the optimization improvement criterion q(�) > q(�∗),  

(29)

𝜕f̂a

𝜕wi

=

2
∑

�∈A
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

(y
�
− 𝛹 (�))

4ea +
∑

�∈X (1 + 𝛹 (�))2
+

−

�
2
∑

�∈A(1 + 𝛹 (�))
𝜕𝛹 (�)

𝜕wi

��
8ea −

∑
�∈A(y� − 𝛹 (�))2

�
�
4ea +

∑
�∈X (1 + 𝛹 (�))2

�2 .
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where � represents current solution and �∗—current best 
solution. There are two stop criteria of the gradient optimi-
zation method:

1. Maximum number of gradient-descent iterations is equal 
to grad.

2. Improvement between the current and the previous solu-
tions q(�∗) − qp has to be larger than a given threshold �.  
To become independent of the quality function and the 
dataset, the threshold is normalized and is dependent of 
the first gradient improvement q1 − q0.

It is worth noting that the above training procedure is one of 
many possible and is given mostly for reference purposes. 
Gradient-descent routines with other stop criteria or step 
update strategies can also be used. It is also possible to skip 
the random search and start gradient descent from prede-
fined weights. Such approach is used in the practical exam-
ple shown in Sect. 5.

4  Experimental verification

Experimental verification of the proposed recognition model 
has two separate goals and in consequence consists of two 
parts. Both goals focus on recognition quality; however, the 
basic definition of experiments is different:

1. In the first experiment we directly evaluate the proposed 
linear model. Our goal is to present the distribution of 
quality differences and test if these differences are sig-
nificant or not. For this purpose we use a series of ran-
domly generated datasets based on various data distribu-
tions.

2. In the second experiment we address a real-life auto-
matic data annotation problem. The proposed model is 
used within a complex multi-class, multi-label recogni-
tion model. The experiment is presented in Sect. 5.

4.1  Quality evaluation of the proposed method

In this section we describe the quality evaluation of the pro-
posed perceptron training approach. Our goal is to verify, if 
the proposed approach achieves better results than the base-
line approach. Two types of training are compared:

1. Proposed single class f-score training (see Sect. 3.3),
2. Classic weighted delta rule (see Sect. 2.3).

The baseline method for all presented tests is the weighted 
delta rule. The motivation of the baseline selection relates to 
the discussion in Sects. 1.3 and 3.1. The proposed training 

approach may be seen as the extension of the weighted 
delta rule. It is shown that a simpler variant of the proposed 
method (approximation of recall) gives the training rule 
identical to the weighted delta rule. In consequence, both 
methods can be considered as belonging to the same family 
of approaches.

Quality of the solution is measured using f-score. Neces-
sary equations of f-score are defined by Eqs. 11 and 12.

Three major tests are done, one for each dataset type. Five 
predefined class a and b ratios are tested. All datasets are ran-
domly generated, according to assumed probability distribu-
tions. In each test 20 datasets are generated. For each dataset 
training and testing under different initialization conditions 
is repeated 50 times. Thus, each configuration is tested 1000 
times.

Algorithm 1 is used for training in both approaches. Iden-
tical initialization conditions are used for each method. The 
only difference is the optimized function. First we randomly 
seek for the acceptable solution. Later we employ gradient-
descent optimization from the best one found. Fixed number 
of iterations is used in both cases.

4.2  Dataset generation

The first part of the quality evaluation is done on randomly 
generated datasets. Let us first define necessary symbols:

–  (�,Σ) represents a multivariate normal distribution, 
where � is the mean vector and Σ is the covariance 
matrix.

–  (u1, u2) represents a single dimensional continuous uni-
form distribution, where all data points are distributed 
between u1 and u2.

– (u1, u2) represents a single dimensional discrete uniform 
distribution, where all data points are distributed between 
u1 and u2.

Three types of datasets are taken into consideration for 
the  training process verification. All datasets have pre-
defined distributions of classes a and b training samples. 
Dimensionality of all datasets is random and has an uniform 
distribution:

All datasets share a predefined ratio of training examples |A||B|.  

The ratio is given as a parameter and is equal to: 
100, 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01.

4.2.1  Randomized linearly separable datasets

The first type of datasets are randomized datasets with lin-
early separable means (LS). Elements of these datasets are 

(30)d ∼ (2, 20).
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drawn from a normal distribution. Recognition of these 
datasets is easiest, i.e., a simple hyperplane should correctly 
separate at least half of both classes. Datasets are defined 
as follows:

where parameters of the distributions are also random 
(i, j ∈ {1, ..., d}):

4.2.2  Randomized linearly non-separable datasets

The second type of datasets are randomized datasets with 
linearly non-separable means (LNS). Elements of these 
datasets are drawn from a mixture of multivariate normal 
distributions. These datasets are much more difficult for 
recognition using linear model. Given kA and kB mixture 
components, the data distribution is given as:

where parameters of all distributions are random. The num-
ber of mixture components is given as:

Mixture component distributions (l ∈ {1, ..., k} and 
i, j ∈ {1, ..., d}) are given as:

4.2.3  Randomized uniform datasets

The third type of datasets are randomized datasets (RND). 
Elements of these datasets are drawn from an uniform dis-
tribution. These datasets are especially interesting, because 
they represent noise without any dominant pattern. In conse-
quence, recognition methods should be unable to generalize 
the data in any meaningful way and will work mostly on 
predefined a priori clauses. Uniform datasets are defined 
as follows:

(31)X = A ∪ B, A ∼  (�A,ΣA), B ∼  (�B,ΣB),

(32)�A
i
∼  (−1, 1), �B

i
∼  (−1, 1),

(33)�A
ii
∼  (0, 1), �B

ii
∼  (0, 1),

(34)�A
ij
= 0, �B

ij
= 0, i ≠ j.

(35)

X = A ∪ B, A ∼

kA∑
l=1

1

kA
 (�A

l
,ΣA

l
), B ∼

kB∑
l=1

1

kB
 (�B

l
,ΣB

l
),

(36)kA ∼ (2, 5), kB ∼ (2, 5).

(37)�A
l,i
∼  (−1, 1), �B

l,i
∼  (−1, 1),

(38)�A
l,ii

∼  (0, 1), �B
l,ii

∼  (0, 1),

(39)�A
l,ij

= 0, �B
l,ij

= 0, i ≠ j.

All three types of datasets are used in the experiments.

4.3  Method parameter setup

There are two important parameters of the proposed method. 
The first one is activation function scaling parameter � (see 
Eq. 1). The second one is optimization method step � (see 
Algorithm 1). To get the quality comparison as fair as pos-
sible we decide to choose method parameters randomly. In 
each test different values of parameters are used. Parameter 
values are drawn from a uniform distribution. Distributions 
defined as follows:

Initial tests of the proposed f-score delta rule and classic 
delta rule show that the second method prefers smaller val-
ues of �. Thus, to make the comparison as fair as possible, 
distribution of � parameter is uniform in logarithmic scale. 
As a result, both methods are given as far as possible equal 
number of parameter values preferable ranges. Usage of 
non-rescaled uniform distribution of � parameter has also 
been tested. Quantitatively they are slightly different, but 
qualitatively they remain the same.

4.4  Comparison of recognition quality

This section presents the comparison of recognition quality 
on artificially generated datasets. Both methods are evalu-
ated multiple times. This allows to form a cumulative distri-
bution function and to perform statistical hypothesis testing. 
Each randomly generated dataset is split in half. First 50% of 
the dataset are used as the training subset. Remaining 50% 
of the dataset are used as the test subset. Due to the nature of 
the dataset generation process, both subsets share the same 
distribution.

Due to a very large number of test results (3 dataset types, 
5 class ratios, 20 datasets for each class ratio, 50 repeti-
tions), statistical data are shown. For each type of dataset 
and class ratio a cumulative distribution function (CDF) is 
presented. The probability density function is defined as 
Pr(Q(� ∗

F
) − Q(� ∗

�
)), where the quality measure Q is single 

class f-score, see Eq. 11 (the exact one, not the approximate 
used during the training process). Thus, all results greater 
than 0 are in favor of the proposed method. All results less or 
equal than 0 are in favor of the original weighted delta rule.

The first test is performed on the linearly separable data-
set. This is a very important test, because the recognition 
model is also linear. Thus, the proposed recognition model 
is designed to handle such data. Quality comparison between 

(40)X = A ∪ B, A ∼  (−1, 1), B ∼  (−1, 1).

(41)
Pr(�) =  (1, 50), Pr(�) =  (0, 1), � = 103�−3 ∈ ⟨0.001, 1⟩.
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the proposed training and weighted delta rule is shown in 
Fig. 1. The proposed approach outperforms the weighted 
delta rule when the dataset imbalance is high.

The second test is performed on linearly non-separable 
datasets. It is a much more difficult case; both recognition 

models are unable to correctly separate data. Quality com-
parison between the proposed training and weighted delta 
rule is shown in Fig. 2. The improvement in case of these 
datasets is more frequent and larger in value.

The last test is performed on data generated using uni-
form distribution, thus without any predefined pattern. The 
goal of this test is to verify how well the linear model fits 
the quality criterion in case there are no observable clues. 
Quality comparison between the proposed training and 
weighted delta rule is shown in Fig. 3. Large improvement 
may be observed in case class a examples are dominant. 
When class b examples dominate the dataset, quality is 
similar.

4.5  Concluding remarks

Experimental verification on three types of generated 
datasets is shown. Two training approaches are compared: 
delta rule and proposed approximated f-score rule. Rec-
ognition quality is measured using exact f-score quality 
measure.

Statistical hypothesis testing is performed to compare 
both methods. Correlated samples t test (e.g., [11]) is used 
to check if one method outperforms the other. The t value 
in t test is formulated as:

where Q(� ∗
F
) is a random variable representing quality 

measurement of the proposed single class f-score training, 
Q(� ∗

�
) is a random variable representing quality measure-

ment of the reference classic weighted delta rule, n is the 
number of quality measurements (n = 20 × 50 = 1000). 
Test significance level is set to 0.05. Thus for a sample of 
n = 1000 measurements, confidence intervals are the follow-
ing. F-score training is significantly better than the reference 
model if t ∈ ⟨1.64;∞). Weighted delta rule is significantly 
better that f-score training if t ∈ (−∞; − 1.64⟩. In all other 
cases, there is the lack of resolve. Test results are presented 
in Table 1.

Statistical hypothesis tests show a significant predomi-
nance of the proposed training approach over the classic 
weighted delta rule. The largest quality improvement is 
observed for per-class example ratio |A||B| > 1. At the same 

time standard deviation is decreased; thus, the training 
process is more stable. Given enough data, approximate 
f-score rule fine tunes split hyperplane for class a, with 
small regard for class b. Classic delta rule always tries to 
find a compromise between classes a and b. Due to promi-
nence of class b, delta rule generates split hyperplane more 
fine tuned for the class.

(42)t =
E
�
Q(� ∗

F
) − Q(� ∗

�
)
�

�
Var

�
Q(� ∗

F
) − Q(� ∗

�
)
�
√
n − 1,
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Fig. 1  Cumulative distribution function of Pr(Q(� ∗
F
) − Q(� ∗

�
)) for 

20 × 5 randomly generated linearly separable datasets, 50 repetitions 
on each dataset
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Fig. 2  Cumulative distribution function of Pr(Q(� ∗
F
) − Q(� ∗

�
)) for 

20 × 5 randomly generated nonlinearly separable datasets, 50 repeti-
tions on each dataset
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)) for 

20 × 5 randomly generated datasets, 50 repetitions on each dataset
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Other scenarios are observed for |A||B| < 1. Estimation of 

split hyperplane is much more difficult for both methods 
due to the insufficient amount of class a data. Quality dif-
ferences are smaller, but test results are above the signifi-
cance threshold. As a result the proposed f-score approach 
is still dominant. The most difficult case is the nonlinearly 
separable datasets for |A||B| ≪ 1. Generation of good split 

hyperplane is practically not possible, due to dataset 
properties.

An interesting result is achieved for uniformly random 
(RND) datasets with example ratio |A||B| = 1. Weighted delta 

rule achieves f-score value equal to 49.2%. It is an intuitive 
result, because the method weights both classes equally. 
Proposed F-Delta method is clearly biased toward recogni-
tion of class a and achieves f-score equal to 66.6%.

To sum up, if both classes are of equal importance, clas-
sic delta rule should be chosen. However, if one class is of 
larger importance than the other, approximate f-score rule 
may be taken into consideration.

5  Practical example—complex recognition 
problem

The proposed approach has its roots in automatic image 
annotation, where precision, recall and f-score are used as 
a quality measure [17–23]. Large dictionaries and high-
class imbalance are typical to automatic annotation. Qual-
ity of each class is evaluated separately; overall results are 

averaged throughout all classes. Another important prop-
erty is that for each class annotation evaluation is measured 
mostly using positive responses of the given class. Negative 
responses are also taken into consideration only through the 
denominator of precision.

Let us now define necessary symbols. Formally, we have 
redefine annotation problem as a set of binary subproblems. 
We focus on annotation of a single, chosen class. Posi-
tive instances of the class are denoted as class a. Negative 
instances of the class are denoted as b. The labeled training 
set Z for the chosen class may be defined as:

where �i is a data vector representing i-th training example 
and ci ∈ {a, b} is the associated binary decision.

5.1  PATSI—baseline annotation model

The inspiration of the presented research is Photo Anno-
tation Through Similar Images (PATSI) automatic image 
annotator [19–21]. We present it shortly for clarity, using 
the above formalism. PATSI is a nearest-neighbor-based 
method. The input of the method is a feature vector � 
(query). The output is a binary decision a or b. We assume 
the existence of some function d(⋅, ⋅) capable of measuring 
distances between feature vectors �i and �. We use Bag of 
Words feature vectors distance [26].

The first tier of PATSI transforms input feature vector � 
into distance-based feature vector �d. Let us define an order-
ing � of elements in the training set Z based on the distance 
function d(⋅, ⋅):

(43)Z =
{
(�1;c1), (�2;c2), ..., (�n;cn)

}
,

Table 1  Comparison of both 
methods using statistical 
hypothesis testing

Various generated dataset types and class example ratios are used. Recognition results of a class; f-score 
quality measurement is used. Proposed method significantly outperforms weighted MSE in 13 out of 15 
cases

Dataset |A| / |B| Q(� ∗
F
) (%) Q(� ∗

�
) (%) Difference (%) t test Winner

LS 0.01 29.6±16.7 28.5±21.9 1.1±17.5 1.97 F-Delta
LS 0.1 67.7±15.6 66.8±17.4 0.9±7.0 4.21 F-Delta
LS 1 88.7±6.4 90.3±6.6 −1.6±1.9 −26.72 Weighted MSE
LS 10 96.5±1.3 94.3±4.7 2.2±4.0 17.05 F-Delta
LS 100 99.1±0.5 95.3±4.5 3.9±4.4 27.47 F-Delta
NLS 0.01 6.4±3.3 5.0±2.3 1.3±2.7 15.66 F-Delta
NLS 0.1 31.8±7.5 31.5±7.1 0.2±3.0 2.48 F-Delta
NLS 1 71.0±3.3 68.8±6.6 2.2±4.4 16.11 F-Delta
NLS 10 93.5±2.0 80.3±8.3 13.2±7.8 53.43 F-Delta
NLS 100 97.5±2.1 81.1±9.0 16.4±8.8 58.55 F-Delta
RND 0.01 1.4±1.1 1.9±0.4 −0.6±1.2 −14.74 Weighted MSE
RND 0.1 16.0±0.6 15.0±1.3 0.9±1.4 20.91 F-Delta
RND 1 66.6±0.1 49.2±7.1 17.5±7.1 77.46 F-Delta
RND 10 95.2±0.0 64.3±13.5 31.0±13.5 72.43 F-Delta
RND 100 99.5±0.0 70.1±14.8 29.4±14.8 62.64 F-Delta
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The output of first tier �d is defined using ordering �. It is a 
vector of m (m is a parameter) binary features:

The second tier of PATSI aggregates results of the first tier. 
It is a simple linear model with signum activation function. 
Weights of linear model are fixed and equal to wi =

1

i
. The 

only configurable weight is the bias t. The recognition model 
�P is defined as:

5.2  F‑Delta—PATSI with gradient‑based training

Our intention is to make the PATSI training process for-
mally more elegant, effective and general. We extended 
PATSI by introducing a new gradient-based training. First 
tier of PATSI is without any change. The second tier uses 
the proposed linear model, with training based on single 
class f-score.

Instead of decision model from (Eq. 46), we use the per-
ceptron (Eq. 1). This makes the training process much more 
flexible. Linear model weights do not have to be fixed any 
more, they can be trained. To address the annotation qual-
ity measurement, we choose single class f-score as training 
quality criterion. Output of the linear model provides the 
final decision of the method.

The training process is performed according to Algo-
rithm 1. Original PATSI weights (Eq. 46) are the initial solu-
tion. We skip the random search and only perform gradient 
descent. Maximum number of gradient-descent iterations is 
set to 1000. � is set to 0.1; thus, minimum acceptable improve-
ment is equal to 0.1 of the first improvement in gradient 
descent. Activation function scaling parameter � is set to 20.

5.3  Recognition results

Verification of recognition quality of the proposed approach 
is done on four annotated image datasets: ICPR-20041, 
MGV-2006, Matching2 and Lower Silesia 10K3. Datasets dif-
fer in a number of ways: image domain, number of images, 

(44)

� = [y
1

, y
2

, ..., yn] ∶ d(�, �yi ) ≤ d(�, �yi+1 ), i ∈ {1, ..., n − 1}.

(45)

�d = [qy
1

, qy
2

, qym ] ∶m ≪ n, qyi =

{
1 if cyi = a

0 if cyi = b
.

(46)

P(�d) =

m∑
i=1

wiqyi =

m∑
i=1

qyi

i
, 𝛹P(�d) =

{
a if P(�d) ≥ t

b if P(�d) < t
.

number of classes. Statistics of image datasets are given 
together with the recognition results in Table 2. Test pro-
tocol is identical for all datasets. 10-fold cross-validation is 
used to estimate recognition quality. The quality measure 
is f-score, typical to automatic image annotation problems. 
Quality is measured for 10, 20, 50 and 100 of the most fre-
quent and for all words in the training set. We have tested 
and compared the following approaches:

1. Original PATSI with manually set threshold,
2. PATSI with MSE gradient-based training (MSE-PATSI),
3. PATSI with LDA training with simple feature selection 

(LDA-PATSI),
4. PATSI with the proposed f-score training (F-Delta-

PATSI).

Gradient-descent step parameter � has been tuned separately 
for both gradient training approaches. Initial tests show that 
MSE-based training achieves best results for � = 0.0005, 
f-score approach achieves best results for � = 0.025.

Table 2 presents a comparison of annotation quality 
achieved by the proposed approach (F-Delta) and by refer-
ence approaches. The proposed training rule outperforms 
the original PATSI approach in all cases. Due to gradient-
based training, F-Delta is able to fine tune to the data. Unlike 
PATSI, gradient descent allows simultaneous training of all 
weights and bias. It also outperforms MSE-based training in 
almost all cases, because it directly optimizes the measured 
quality criterion. LDA-based solution works well (2 best 
results out of 4 tests) for most frequent words, because it 
has enough data to properly estimate covariance matrices of 
both classes. For less frequent words proper estimation of 
positive class covariance is much more difficult. It is worse 
than original PATSI approach in almost all cases.

6  Summary

In this paper a new perceptron training rule is proposed. 
The rule is based on single class f-score and is applicable if 
following criteria are met:

– Precision, recall or f-score are appropriate for quality 
evaluation,

– High-class imbalance is present in the data,
– Recognition quality of chosen class is much more impor-

tant than the opposite one.

The method works well if the number of instances of a cho-
sen class is much less than the number of instances of the 
second class. For such datasets achieved f-score results are 
much higher, compared to the ones achieved by classic 

1 http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase/groundtruth.
2 http://www.visible.ii.pwr.wroc.pl, download section.
3 Contains images from http://zabytkidolnegoslaska.com.pl.

http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase/groundtruth
http://www.visible.ii.pwr.wroc.pl
http://zabytkidolnegoslaska.com.pl
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weighted delta rule. Thus, the proposed method is an attrac-
tive tool for training highly unbalanced datasets with focus 
on f-score instead of accuracy, especially for automatic 
image annotation problems.
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